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Introduction

Results
1. Hyperaligning boosts
shared information across
phases, but not sessions.

Interest: brainstem as target of
large-scale modulatory input
e.g., via non-invasive vagus
[𝟏]
nerve stimulation (tVNS)
Problem: anatomical
characteristics of small
brainstem nuclei limit fMRI

2. Hyperaligning across phases improves
the ability to detect region-specific
stimulation effects.

Small
Nuclei

Idea: applying connectivity
hyperalignment (CHA), an anatomy-free
alignment algorithm to capture shared
information content between individuals[𝟐,𝟑]

Research question:
Can connectivity hyperalignment
improve robustness of brainstem
fMRI, such as vagal afferent
stimulation effects?

* Two Sample Kalmogorov-Smirnov Test, D(412) = 0.214, p-value < 0.0001

3. Improved alignment displays stronger
bilaterality of region-specific stimulation
effects.

4. Hyperaligning across
phases shows more robust
connectivity changes.

Methods
Phase: baseline vs. stimulation; Stim: tVNS vs. sham
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Discussion
Potential of connectivity hyperalignment for challenging brainstem regions in
improving alignment between participants and more robust group level
inferences e.g., non-invasive vagus nerve stimulation effects
Need to improve the generalizability: hyperaligning improved ISCs within
sessions but not across; potential of hierarchical alignment that first aligns across
days within-subjects

[𝟐, 𝟑]

Outlook: applying connectivity hyperalignment to task fMRI during stimulation

Small
Nuclei

1. Validation: Inter-subject correlations (ISCs) of
NTS-ROI connectivity before and after CHA.
2. Stimulation Effect: Linear mixed models of
NTS-ROI connectivity before and after CHA:
~ 1 + (Stim*Phase) + (1 + Stim*Phase | ID)

website: neuromadlab.com

Hyperalignment as a promising method for anatomically challenging
targets in the brain which may facilitate future clinical applications
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